Yamaha rx350cc

List of motorcycles manufactured by Yamaha Motor Company. Some of these step-throughs
and scooters are made for Southeast Asian markets, where they are known as underbones.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. See also: Star Motorcycles. Yamaha Vino
U. See also: Electric motorcycle. Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan, Inc. Retrieved 10
August The Yamaha Autolube system employed a plunger pump as a method for allowing
minute amounts of oil to spread over the lubricated surfaces of each engine part. Street
scrambler. Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved Yamaha motorcycles. Category Commons. Yamaha
motorcycle timeline, sâ€”s. Yamaha motorcycle timeline, sâ€”present. Yamaha Corporation. List
of products Motorcycles Musical instruments Vehicles. Contemode Star Motorcycles. Torakusu
Yamaha Chris Gero. Categories : Yamaha motorcycles Lists of motorcycles by brand. Hidden
categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional references from September All
articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. XS Special Yamaha MF Yamaha YA YA SB. Yamaha YC Yamaha
YD Yamaha YDS Yamaha DT Yamaha YE Yamaha YR XJ Diversion. YX Radian. TDM MT Tracer.
BT Bulldog. V Star XT E. XT R. The RD is a two-stroke motorcycle produced by Yamaha from to
The engine is an air-cooled , parallel twin , six-speed in some markets, such as the UK, the first
model was sold in five-speed form , reed valve -equipped intake tract two-stroke engine. The
bike is usually referred to as a sport bike. All models were equipped with "Autolube" automatic
oil injection, relieving the user from the need to mix gasoline and two-stroke oil. Rim sizes are
18" WM2 1. In the UK, rim sizes were 1. Brakes are: single front disc brake and a rear drum
brake, a combination described by Cycle Magazine as the best in its class. The frames appear
similar, side by side, with the street frame adorned with many brackets for the street equipment.
The weight difference is substantial though, with the street-going RD frame weighing almost
twice as much as the "TZ" roadrace race frame. A licensed version of the RDB was assembled
in India between â€” by Escorts group under the brand name Rajdoot It did not repeat the
success of the RDB in the Indian market, which some attribute to a high purchase price and
poor fuel efficiency. Brakes are: mm dia drum brakes front internal expansion twin leading type
and rear single internal expansion. The RD was the first sporting motorcycle built in India, and it
still enjoys cult status, with many RD clubs around the country. Around were made at the end of
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Rajdoot Classic Superbikes From Around
the World. Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved Yamaha motorcycles. Category Commons.
Categories : Yamaha motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Standard motorcycles Two-stroke
motorcycles Motorcycles powered by straight-twin engines. Hidden categories: All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from June Commons category link
from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Yamaha Corporation. Sport bike. Tubular twin cradle [1]. Telescopic forks; dual
shock absorber rear. Front; disc : drum , Indian RD Drum rear. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Yamaha RD XS Special This legendary bike was introduced in the year in India. The
Escorts group based in New Delhi, started producing this beast in the name of Rajdoot under
the guidance of Yamaha from Japan. The bike uses cc, air-cooled, two-stroke, torque induction
engine. It is actually the licensed copy of Yamaha RD B model found in Japan, modified
according to the Indian standards and conditions. This motorcycle is capable of doing kmph
under 7 seconds and kmph mark under 16 seconds. These figures were astonishing for a bike in
India. It has a maximum power output of Among that Bullet was the biggest capacity bike in
India. Rajdoot was not a commercial hit due to its high thirst for fuel and the pollution causes.
Later the production of RDs are stopped by The HT version produces HT version was produced
from to Meanwhile, LT version develops 27 bhp as the exhaust ports are restricted even further.
In order to maintain the fuel efficiency, small amount of fuel is jetted by the carburetor, which in
turn reduced the power of bike. In earlier days, bikes have many Japanese parts and later
Escorts India localised most of their parts to cut shot the price of this 2-stroke beast.
Two-stroke bikes are doing a great business in the second hand markets and RD is still leading
the way. Petrol heads in and around the country is dying to put their hands on this legendary
vehicle. But it demands a racing heart and pure determination to own this vehicle. Add To
Compare Write a Review. Yamaha RD Price. Get pre-approved loan for buying Yamaha RD
Interest rates start 7. RD , Price: Rs. Buy used Yamaha RD Mileage Share Your Mileage. Yamaha
Dealers. Goyal Motors Opp. Nagar Palika, G. Test drive reports, reviews and news. User
Reviews of RD Write Your Review. I want to rd in tn REG please call me By

Marimuthukuppusamy on I love rd By Ajay Kumar on Hi boss really I like this bike. So plz
contact me this is my Whatsap number. Thank you. By Ajmal Ali on I love this bike so much And
I m fan of old bikes. By Rajesh on I want to buy this bike. Please contact me By Kirti Chandan
on I want this bike plz contact me on this no. By Kamran Rathod on Call me on i want this bike
at any time any where plz contact me on this no. By Rohan Nayak on By Karan Dev on By Jeetu
Wakode on Powerful bike in india. By Bidhul on Why some rajdoot 's fuel tank written yamaha
Please anyone tell answer. By Rajnish on I love to buy dis bike pls let me know if any condition
bike available in worthy price with clear documents. By Dilip Gowda on RD is no doubt a
wonderful bike of the yester years but today getting this bike for the cost of a car makes no
sense I do not deny that there are bike enthus who will got o such extent to buy the bike but
think again what abt the service and the spares you require and how much can you maintain
this beast. I love RD but lets be practical its a bike which will cut yr pockets deep. By Rocky on
By Vikram on I owned this bike and sold it just for rs in never ever had experience like riding rd
wish to buy once again. Superb bike it is. By Anand on I want this bike what is the price. By
Manmohan on I love these bikes rd,rx,rx very very very much due to its awsome style, speed,
strength ,looking ,power. We will be waiting for these bikes By Debashis on It's the one and only
beast I own one ht Rd so you bet what's it like. This is my third Rd mind you By Luke Jason
Pakyntein on I love this bike because of its sounds and power. By Sartaj Ahmad Saifi on Please
call me as soon as possible. By Sahil Bembare on Hii basically iam a bike wikepedia one day i
saw a man riding bike fast so to wanted to ride like him s0 i decided to buy a dashing bike their i
found india 's first race bike rd so i love my bike. There is a minus in this bike it needs lot of
fuel. By Born A Bad Seed on I love this bike bcoz it sounds like roaring tiger And a high torque 2
stroke engine. By Mahesh on Hello, Yamaha RD has always been my dream bike. Got the
opportunity to ride this legendary bike during early 90's [my college days]. Leaving all the bikes
aside, I would love to own a Restored RD Please let me know where can I get one. I am from
Darjeeling and at present working in Assam. By Kalyan Rai on No four stroke bike can match or
defeat and RX series bikes. By Deepak Kumar on I love this bike bcoz of its power that beats tha
RE bullet I want that to launch this bike again. By Sai Pranay on Its a legend. When it was a
ruler, iwas just a kid. Great exhaust note. Great in every respect. Modern bikes are just a baby in
comparison. Wish I could owe one. Its my dream machine. By Anirwan Kumar on Yamaha RD is
my dream bike if anyone selling this bike with good condition please contact By Milton Carvalho
on This bike is very nice and very powerful m still waiting to buy one again if it is lunch. By
Kevin on Loved rd since childhood.. By Anil Pai on By Bharat Chhabra on No words to say.
Bikes ka baap hay o.. By Sharif on By Pankaj Dutta Assam on By Sumit Gurung on The bike was
owsome that time and till now. The bike should be re- launch again with more modifiction. By
Ravinder Singh Narula on Interested in Yamaha cc bike contact me on my cell no By Dinesh
Sharma on Does anyone has RD for Sale call me at on whatsapp me at By Dharmesh on By
Romi on By Ujjwal Singh on Yamaha Rd my dream bike. By Rohith on I love vintage. I have
ridden the yamaha rx, and the They are just sensational! Now RD was a bike that moved the
youth in the late 80's. I would like to get my hands on one of them. By Sidharth V Menon on By
Hardeep Singh on Vintage style. What more an enthusiast need from a 2 stroke power plant. By
Anandu on I have yamaha rd Mb no By Vijay Ch on By Kul on I love this bike. By Nandhaa on I
want to buy one if it is available please mail to my mail id anishmaxon outlook. By Anish on Im a
crazy vintage motorcyclel lover,, i hav intrested specially in two stroke engine motorcycle,, n i
wants to buy dis bike. By Shidin on By Rahul Kurade on When i ride RD in street i can get
attention and feel that i am a king and riding royal horse. Trully amazing bike no replacement.
By Noushad Mohammed on I like this bike bcoz of its power. But I didn't have this byk bcoz of
money shortage. By Shakeel on The rd is real great vehicle. Its not bike. By Efrin on The old
bikes is my favourite e. By Magesh on Its the baap of all 2 stroke and 4 stroke engine bikes. By
Shivasun on I am an vintage motorcycle lover my hero is an enfield but i have study well in the
rd and i have wish an rd ,but i have a money problem ,i will buy the bike in my life god is great.
By Arunghosh on I love thid byk bcoz of itz power. I didnt have this byk bcoz of money
shortage. By Basil on I really really really love it like it i. By Teenu Verma on Tell us why you
love or hate RD Sell Your Old Two-Wheeler. Get the best price for your old bike. Sell your bike at
the Largest Used Bike Market. Why Sell With Bikes4Sale? Hero Destini vs Honda Activa 5G.
Jawa 42 vs Royal Enfield Classic. Splendor iSmart vs Honda Livo Wild Wheels - An Authentic
2-Stroke Workshop For the Indians, Yamaha stands for 2-stroke bikes with their ecstatic
exhaust note and customary round-square shaped headlamps. After the introduction Yamaha
RD Yamaha RD may not be something abundant to the motorcycle world, but it remains as a
cult motorcycle for the Indian bikers. Perhaps, the Prince of Enter the numbers here:. The
Yamaha RX was launched in November and the company kept manufacturing it until March The
best example of this is that enthusiasts are still willing to handover hefty amounts of money in

order to own a well-maintained example of the RX The Yamaha RX was powered by an
air-cooled, 98cc, single-cylinder, two-stroke motor that produced 11PS rpm. Power was sent to
the rear wheel via a 4-speed gearbox. The company also claimed a kmph time of 7. Furthermore,
the Yamaha RX was not only reliable but affordable as well, making it accessible to many. The
performance and reliability factor made it a winner in the eyes of enthusiasts. The part that
makes us spring with joy are the rumours of Yamaha reviving the RX, but with a four-stroke
engine instead. However, our excitement levels have dimmed down as there has been no official
confirmation from Yamaha as of yet. So, till we get a solid confirmation on its comeback, we can
only wait and anticipate that the RX will once again revolutionise the Indian two-wheeler
commuter segment. This is the most lovely bike I have ever seen, love to ride this bike and I
think that most people will love this bike. Nothing to say Just "A Legend" May the company
release the same model style motorcycle in the bs6 version also. We can say that it is the King
of streets, they come with great power, performance, and at a very affordable price. We can use
this bike as our wish or our time we can ride the bike with, Read More. Yamaha RX Change Bike.
But the success story carries on even today. The RX was the result of Yamaha going back to the
drawing room after the RD failed to light up the market. Book Appointment - Get Best Price. Two
Wheeler Insurance Online. Apply Personal Loan. Bajaj CT RX vs CT Write Your Review. Very
Good Looking Bike. The "Legend" Bike. Amazing Performance. By manicknatarajan. More than
a Bike. By febin palathinal. RX Reviews. RX Images. Ask a question from owners Type your
question here Latest Questions. Is this bike available? Deepak asked on 15 Jul By Akash on 15
Jul Answer View Answers Yamaha RX Questions. Bikes Under 50, Best Street Bikes. Bikes
Under cc. Trending Yamaha Bikes Popular Upcoming. Yamaha MT Rs 1. Yamaha Bikes. Yamaha
XSR Rs 1. Yamaha NMax Rs 1. Yamaha R3 Rs 3. Yamaha Upcoming Bikes. Tyre Type. Yamaha
RD was one of the fastest affordable bikes ever. For its time, the bike was quick, very quick.
That too something that is just cc. Now, it seems that Yamaha could be building an all bike that
will bring back the glory of the RD Rumours to be called as XSR There were several reasons
behind it, one of them being the cost. This had 31bhp, when compared to the one sold in other
countries had 40bhp. Also Read: KTM Duke Price and Launch Date The new-generation Yamaha
RD is likely to have a twin-cylinder engine and this should be churning about 41bhp of power at
10,rpm, while the peak torque will be The new Yamaha RD will have a cafe racer design and it
will have a cooled fuel-injected unit. The idea will be to have a cafe racer with this engine. At the
same time, it will be extremely light weight. This will help to enhance the bikes ability to go even
quicker. As this will be a twin-cylinder, this shall be a high revving engine. This will help them to
get back their glory motorcycle to life once again. Yamaha has just launched the FZ25 in India
and the Japanese bike maker will want to get more such performance bikes. The company
stated in the press conference that majority of its sales are coming from the performance bikes
and even scooters. The Fascino and the Ray ZR seem to be doing well for the company.
Yamaha will want to enhance its reach in the market with these new scooters. All the fields are
required. I rode a RD in high school there were 8 of us that had them I would love to find one in
Great shape also a new launch one let me know when they will be available. I m very much
intrested in new rd so plz update me the exact date of relaunch of this bike Home News Yamaha
RD could be born again. Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Mahesh
Kharwa. Sandeep singh. I need Yamaha RD plz contact this no. Ankush ambhore. With electric
start and a low seat height, the light, nimble and reliable XT is built to go wherever you go.
Discover wide range of riding gear and casual apparel. Get one step closer to owning the
Yamaha of your choice. New Hi performance Synthetic for all on and off-road units to enhance
engine performance and protection. Our training organization partners offer real-world
instruction from learning to ride to perfecting your skillset. Historic Yamaha innovations that
pioneered dirt bikes. This site uses cookies to ensure the best browsing experience on our
website. By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Find out
more. Starting at:. Off-Road Apparel Discover wide range of riding gear and casual apparel.
Pre-Qualify Now Get one step closer to owning the Yamaha of your choice. Rider Training Our
training organization partners offer real-world instruction from learning to ride to perfecting
your skillset. Off-Road Mania Historic Yamaha innovations that pioneered dirt bikes. Find out
more Got it. Will Quality printed manuals always be available when YOU want one? Maybe not.
PDF Manuals Catalog , - , files. Quality Scale - Spare Originals. This site is partially supported by
ad revenue. If you follow any of those links and end up acquiring a manual, it will not be from
us. Here is why we may deserve your business We love our Vintage Audio and other built-to-last
electronics equipment in an age of disposable products for a throw-away society. We might sell
the kids before our classic silver Pioneer or Vintage Marantz, Kenwood and Sansui gear. If you
also value High Quality Manuals that enhance the ownership satisfaction of your vintage audio
treasures, you found the right place. Quality is not a buzzword. We are meticulous and give

genuine best efforts to produce clean, well-constructed manuals for you. A side-by-side
comparison of our reproduction manuals with those from many other vendors will usually
reveal an overall better appearance, construction, and print quality. Sometimes strikingly so.
Our Customer Comments page is a fraction of what we receive from real customers and
electronics technicians. The vast majority of our printed reproduction manuals are Very Good to
Excellent on our Guaranteed Quality Ratings scale. But every single item is not and we refuse to
give a false impression that they are. We want you to see a detailed description and
individually-assigned quality rating before you purchase. This time-consuming extra service is
almost never provided by our competitors. Customer complaints are nearly zero, perhaps one
per sales. We believe that virtually none of our competitors could truthfully make a similar
claim. We are a USA based family business operating old-school style. That means real people
trying to serve you as if we were a walk-in store in your local neighborhood. We always combine
shipping on multiple-item orders and do not rip you off on shipping charges. If interested, check
out About Our Manuals and other site sections with the menu links at the top of all pages. If you
would like for us to be here in the future , you can help by telling your friends and by sharing
links to our site in your discussion groups, forums, blogs and web sites. We have been slowly
updating these manuals lists over the years. We also have more than Gigabytes of various
manuals, schematics, brochures, etc in mostly PDF format. They number perhaps , files. Truth
is that we may never get them listed on our site. But they are available. Click here for further
PDF manuals informatiion. We will send you an email invoice with combined shipping to save
you money along with payment options info. Use the Contact Us page to send us an email. If
you want info for an undescribed or priced item , request it via an email. Whether your email is
to order stuff, tell us stuff, or to ask questions, engage your brain to You may find Purchasing
Info helpful. We know many of our replies are never seen because of this. Individually-assigned
item quality ratings are explained here: Reproductions Quality Scale. The original has 3 fold out,
fold up poster-style pages which we reproduce as 11in x 17in inserts. Overall quality is Very
Good to Excellent. Overall quality is Very Good. The original has 4 fold out, fold up poster-style
pages which we reproduce as single-side printed overlapping 11in x 17in inserts. The original
has 2 foldout, foldup poster-style pages. We reproduce each on 4 11in x 17in single-side
printed, vertically oriented inserts. The orginal has 4 foldout, foldup poster-style pages. We
reproduce each as 3 11in x 17in inserts. So in addition to making normally, we add an enlarged
version of each as inserts to help with readability. Each one is enlarged to span 3 vertically
oriented 11in x 17in pages. Besides the numerous 11in x 17in pullouts, the original manual has
several fold out, fold up poster-style pages which we reproduce as single-side printed
overlapping 11in x 17in inserts. The original manual has 5 fold out, fold up poster-style
schematic pages which we reproduce as single-side printed, overlapping 11in x 17in inserts.
The original manual has 4 fold out fold up poster-style pages which we reproduce as single-side
printed, overlapping 11in x 17in inserts. Top of Page. Pause your busy life for a moment to feed
your soul and spirit. It makes a difference. Click Here for Bible Verse of the Day. Provided by
Biblica formerly: International Bible Society. And Now For Something Completely Different.
Once we had answers to all the questions. Now we have more questions than answers. Seekers
of truth may Enter Here. All others may safely ignore this as you will not find anything of
interest. All content on this site including format, text and images are the property of Stout and
Associates. All rights reserved. Image acknowledgement. Last known Avg. Ex-showroom price.
Yamaha Saluto RX is now discontinued in India. Good Things. Could be Better. The Yamaha
Saluto RX has all the traits to be a perfect everyday commuter. The engine feels refined and the
impressive fuel efficiency results in seamless ownership experience. Not to forget the
feather-light 98kg kerb weight which adds to the ease of riding. Fuel Type Petrol. Max Power 7
bhp 7, rpm. Max Torque 8. Cooling System Air Cooled. Transmission 4 Speed Manual.
Transmission Type Chain Drive. Displacement cc. Cylinders 1. Bore 50 mm. Stroke 56 mm.
Valves Per Cylinder 2. Compression Ratio Ignition TCI Transistor controlled ignition. Spark
Plugs 1 Per Cylinder. Clutch Wet Multiplate. Fuel Delivery System Carburetor. Fuel Tank
Capacity 7. Reserve Fuel Capacity 1. Riding Range Maximum distance a petrol bike can travel
on a full fuel tank and an electric bike can travel on a full charge Km. Mileage - ARAI 82 kmpl.
Mileage - Owner Reported BikeWale collects mileage information from bike owners to provide
you with the actual mileage that you might get. Top Speed 90 Kmph. Front Brake Type Drum.
Front Brake Size mm. Rear Brake Type Drum. Front Tyre Size 2. Rear Tyre Size 3. Tyre Type
Tubed. Rear Brake Size mm. Calliper Type No. Front Wheel Size 17 inch. Rear Wheel Size 17
inch. Radial Tyres No. Wheel Type Alloy. Front Suspension Telescopic. Rear Suspension
Swingarm. Kerb Weight 98 kg. Overall Length 2, mm. Overall Width mm. Wheelbase 1, mm.
Ground Clearance mm. Seat Height mm. Overall Height 1, mm. Chassis Type Diamond.
Odometer Analogue. DRLs Daytime running lights Mobile App Connectivity Low Battery

Indicator No. Pillion Backrest No. Pillion Grabrail Yes. USB charging port Front storage box
Under seat storage Speedometer Analogue. Fuel Guage Yes. Tachometer Stand Alarm No.
Stepped Seat No. Tripmeter Type Low Fuel Indicator Yes. Low Oil Indicator No. Pillion Seat Yes.
Pillion Footrest Yes. Digital Fuel Guage No. Start Type Electric Start. Shift Light No. Killswitch
No. Clock No. Electric System 12V DC. Turn Signal Yes. Pass Light Yes. Additional features I
have never seen this worst bike. When I go to the nearest shop for parts of this bike always not
available servicing and maintenance of this too costly. My rupees totally waste. Speed over 60
riding bikes vibrate. But the reality. Inappropriate review? Report Abuse. Poor quality product
by yamaha. Have owned this bike more than 2 years, I will say that the riding experience for
single person is superb. It feels like riding on the wind. I will not recommended people to ride it
with triple load. Even 2 loads with heavy person feels a bit heavy. Fuel efficiency is v. Yamaha
India has opened its second research and development centre in the country. With an
investment of Rs 66 crore, this new facility will help Yamaha bring out more products that will fit
the Indian and global customer requirements. India Yamaha Motor Pvt. Ltd announced 31 per
cent growth in domestic sales including Nepal in June , selling 67, units compared to 51, units
sold last June. No suggestions found Search by bike name e. Select city Current Location.
Popular Cities. Yamaha Saluto RX 4. Key specs cc 7 bhp 70 kmpl 98 kg. Version Standard - UBS.
It gets the same conservative styling complete with a host of elegant paint schemes. The front
of the Saluto RX features a bikini fairing with a curvy headlamp unit, while the tank is sculpted
to give it a slightly muscular look. The instrument cluster is minimalistic and integrates an
analogue speedometer and fuel gauge along with other basic functionalities. Under the update,
Yamaha has updated the colour palate with four new shades with corresponding new graphics.
The Yamaha Saluto RX is powered by an cc single-cylinder air-cooled engine, delivering 7. This
engine is mated to a four-speed constant mesh transmission. The Saluto RX tips the scales at
just 98 kilograms, and this weight plays an important role in helping the bike deliver a
company-claimed 82kmpl. Suspension duties are managed by telescopic fork up front and dual
shock absorbers at the back. Bikes Similar to Saluto RX. TVS Sport Check on-road price. Hero
HF Deluxe TVS Radeon Bajaj Platina cc , 7. Bajaj CT Bajaj CT cc , 7. Honda CD Dream Hero
Splendor Plus Yamaha Saluto RX Colours. Saluto RX mileage details. Wheelbase 1, mm Ground
Clearance mm Seat Height mm. Saluto RX price in India. Click on "Allow" to get latest updates.
Was this review helpful? Yes 0 No 0 Inappropriate review? Used it for Daily Commute. Got
mileage of 55 kmpl. Yes 0 No 1 Inappropriate review? Owned for 6 months-1 yr. Ridden for kms.
Got mileage of 63 kmpl. Yes 1 No 0 Inappropriate review? Got mileage of 70 kmpl. Got mileage
of. Why do you want to report it abuse? Comment Report. Read all user reviews. Yamaha Saluto
RX News. Janak Sorap. Pratheek Kunder. Firoze Irani. Read all news. Yamaha showrooms.
Yamaha showrooms in Chennai 51 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Pune 41 showrooms.
Yamaha showrooms in Delhi 39 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Bangalore 38 showrooms.
Yamaha showrooms in Hyderabad 29 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Mumbai 23
showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Kolkata 19 showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in Lucknow 7
showrooms. Yamaha showrooms in India showrooms. Upcoming Yamaha bikes. View all. Notify
me on launch. Here's a list of best Bikes. Royal Enfield Classic Avg. Royal Enfield Meteor Avg.
Hero Electric Optima Avg. Jawa 42 Avg. Yamaha MT 15 Avg. Honda Activa 6G Avg. Royal
Enfield Bullet Avg. To get updates about Please enter your mobile number. Thank You! We will
notify you when gets launched. Download Mobile App. Mileage Owner Reported Mileage:
BikeWale collects mileage information from bike owners to provide you with the actual mileage
that you might get. Refine your search. Liquid Twin, Two-stroke Google Ads. Yamaha Rz For
Sale 41 results. Refine search. Following the sale, we will invoice for the service fee and any
balance due through paypal and we will mail the required paperwork. Original, signed copies
must be returned in enclosed postage paid envelope before the title is assigned and mailed and
before the item will be shipped. Wisconsin residents may require electronic processing of form
mv11 and are subject to sales tax and additional fees. If i miss something in the description it is
an honest mistake i would never intentionally misrepresent parts - it just isn't worth it. Issues
can always be worked out - we would rather fix issues than lose a customer. Shipping:shipping
charges and quotes include postage and handling and are an estimate based on the item weight
and size using usps or ups rates. Most packages are shipped usps or ups. Parts are shipped
every week day, excluding holidays. Boxes may require additional postage. I do combine
shipping when possible limited by size, weight and fragile nature of item. I do offer international
shipping; for quotes please send a message through the item. Most international parts will be
shipped usps priority. We do not see notes left in the order details or invoices, only messages
sent through e-bay. General:please don't ask to end auction early, i will not, they run to the end.
Unpaid item reminders are automatically opened after the three day period. Rare rz yamaha
canadian us registered liquid cooled ypvs 25,miles very clean 1 small ding in silencer, looks

very good for 30 years old. Original yamaha stamped pipes! Since the restoration, about 3, of
the miles s. The bike had about original miles on it prior to the work. Yamaha RZ Up for bids,
one RZ, complete frame-up rebuild and customization with performance upgrades to engine and
modern radial tires, brakes, and suspension. Please note: while the frame retains the original
seat latches, it may or may not accommodate the original Yamaha dual or solo seat. Spec2
exhaust. All the gauges and lights work as they should. A steel-tube perimeter frame with an
aluminum swing arm rolls on inch wheels with triple disc brakes. Yamaha Rz Kenny Roberts
model. All the turn signals work as do the lights. Mild port work, jim lomas stainless pipes,
stock carbs with oil injection. Electrical issue; There are two minor dings on the left side of the
tank - I bought it this way; Left side fairing has a deep scratch - also bought it this way; Front
windshield is brittle and has broken; Left directional needs replacement. Very rare! Come take a
look or call for more info. The frame has also some paint details. Corbin Seat Suspension
re-done. HVC Performance Exhaust. Freshly rebuilt engine. The frame, motor and chambers
look good with only a couple rub marks on the frame like front the seat etch. The engine has
miles on a zero time
kitchen light wiring diagram
you tube go kart
1999 e350 heater switch wiring diagram
overhaul, Wiseco forged crank welded and balanced, pro-tech pistons, stage II port job Spec II,
Spec II 30mm round slide carbs,Vforce reed valves, head work. The tank is an OEM original
brand new old stock. The bike is showroom condition with all the original stickers.. I also have a
very rare solo seat. Overall the bike is Showroom condition. There are 15, original miles on it.
Similar motorcycles: Yamaha Rz In Michigan. Sebring, FL 4 years showmethead. It has xxxx1
km xxxx miles on it. Yamaha -- RZ Kenny Roberts - only 7, miles! Solid bike and almost
completely stock - save the exhaust. It starts with one kick no choke if it over 40 degrees
Fahrenheit and the lights and blinks are as they should. Street legal Vintage 2 -stroke
motorcycle. Six speed transmission ,Oil injection, kick start only, runs great , new tires,
crankcase seals replaced. There are two little scuffs where the handlebar switch housings made
contact with the fuel tank. Yamaha RZ Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

